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While social gerontologists have recognized that "the-elder-

ly" constitute' a very heterogeneous population, they have had

limited success when treating the complexities of this social'

.category in their writings. Thies is due, in part, to their

reliance on aggregate data And the use of age as a.chronolOgical

rather than .a sociologidal variablein their research. This

paper-proposes that the notion of stigma, as developed by Erving

Coffman (1963), applied to "the elderly" takes apart the category

by Apcusing attention on social relationships rather than on

individual attributes and, 'therefore, assists in Understanding.

the social meaning of old age in contempOrary American' 'society.

Additionally, several of Coffman's insights on social stigma'

illuminate perplexing research discoverfes in social gerontology..
41.

(M.B., This paper is heavily indebted to Coffman's writings in

Stigma. The book will not be adequately referenced in this

paper.)

According to Goff man, a social stigma "constitutes a special
.

discrepancy between virtual and actual social identity"; that is,

individuals are discreditable (potentially stigmatized) if heir;,,

attributes make them less thin'what'is socially expected foi the

social categories into which they are placed. It is.: not the:

attribute itself that produces stigma.. Rather, is is the rela-
.

tionship between the attribute and expectations held by others.

As the expectations'of others may vary, a specific attribute can

indicate stigma or normality. Due to the existence of age-

related norms, old age is not .universally stigmatized; -rather,

. .

the production of aging stigma is thituationaliy specifid.



Coffman remarks that while normals act with benevolence
_ _

:toward the stigmatized; "we believe that the person with a stigma,
-

is not quite hUman..". On the -basis of this belief; socially

_

legitimated disCrimination procedes which reduces the life chan-

ces of the stigmatized, Older Americans are subject to-an aging

stigma theory; or Ideologyi,WhiCh explains their inferiority and

the possible dangers which they represent. Estes (1979-) notes'

one ideblogy which considers old age to be a special and dif-

ferent pioblem, marked by eventual physical decline. This belief

leads to policies and programs which ignore the complexities of

social life. Estes states: "The decremental focus also en-

courages policies that apply equally to all social classes, while

ignoring less popular programs that might highlight the poverty

status of the'aged. This classless view of scjing emphasizes the

simularities (and negative image) of all older persons: everybo-

dy, no matter what his or her social clasiti, ages physiolog-ically.

De-emphasized are the differences across sex; ethnic, .and-class

boundaries within the same age groups." 11979: i'718:).- In the

realm 'cif social, polioy,.- the aging :stigma theory.disregardsboth

individual And'-subgroup' differences among the aged and encapu-
..

Iates a perapectiVe WhiCh Bit-1sttick terms" compass4onate .ageitimit

"FOr ftitir dedaddS the friends of the elderly told ua :that they

were poor, socially dependeniobjecta of disCriMination;

and all deserving or in the-jargon of:economists; vic-

tims of market lailure;'.not indiVidual 11983j1401,

Thz. :aging -stigma theory allows for the use derogatory
. _

terms for .old-pe6pig in daily diocoursewithout considering the

original meanitv, e.g., old.maidi.61d.codgeri. crone, hag. How=.



ever, in addition to imputing a range of imperfections the

basis of the discreditable attributei- deSitable qualities may.

also be attributed to the elderly on the same basis, that of

advanced age. "Ekperiende". and "wisdom" are two such socially

desirable qdalitiell which may be granted 'to an elder even in the
a

absence of their demonstration.

Elderly. individuals=, like others with different handicaps,

tend to hold the 'same views about the worth of their identity as

others do. This leads to denial of the stigma -- denial of one's

own old age. Thus,. it'is hot'surprising thatJwierous research

studies have found that 'the elderly tend to have negative atti-
.

tudes regarding being old.theiselves (Cf. West, 1483; Brubaker

and 1:!owers, 1970), and the reluctance of people. Oith advanced:

chronological age to classify themselves as old.

.variety of responses to the situation are'available to the

stigmatlied. One reap-61184 the stigmaii2ed tis. correct

Whatever is the objective basis for - failing. In the case of

those stigmatized by agsi: it is: not uncOmmon,for individuals to'

lie about thdit age; use .cosmetics_; hairAAPces and dyep, or even

undergo plastic Surgeryin.order to :disguise objective .chronolo,..

gical age. Another response is the attainment of active mastery

in areas felt to' be closed to, the elderly; e.g., the continuation

of full-time work well past the expected time of retirement or

continued, sex and procreation.into later life. It is also.possi-

ble to use the aging stigma for secondary gains, i.e :, as an

excuse for ill' success due to other reasons or as a reason to

avoid social responsibility and violate social, norms. One illus-



tration of this response is thi:widowdescribed by Hochachild

(1973) who avoided jury duty by feigning that she was: hard" of
0

heating, It_ is Also possibe to view the suffering_ of the stigma

AS a -blessing In disguise. as. does F. Scott-Maxwell, When she

considers aging to be "a place of fierce energy;" and of 'Wild

life that is almost incommunicable," (Gadow, 1983: 144) And then

there are those who re-assess the limitations of° normals from

their new atigmati2ed poiition; as' is the case of those elders

who remark that they Are now able to appreciate the beality of
,

nature, .a beauty that is. overlooked or wasted' uponthe.voung who

are two bdsy'to appreciate it,

-Of course, the actions of the stigmatized will vary depen-
-

ding upon:the types of social contacts in which they:Are engiged;

_Mixed contacts may be avoided completely, especially, when the'

elders are :unsure of how others may receive them,. It is not

surprising that there it'growth in age.sflgregated .residences;

SOMe ideas developed by Hochschild in her study,of the retirement

.-comminity of .MetriWpoUrt;are, relevant here. She notes. that

some of the widows form.extremely close interpersonal relation=

ships- with others outside the retirement community, generally a

daughter, which she considers to be "a/truistic surrender,"

Hochschild goes an to argue that this type of Self-other identi-

fication is mOre-probable under the following four.conditions:11)

relative deprivatidn, (2) contact With the other -- the abject of

envy, (3);the other must be willing to be iurrendered.to,

the _otter must provide enough information:to the eider to. make.
-

identifiCation possible, and (4) drganizationdI and ideological
_

Supporta Pfdr, al:trillstic' surrender. .The significance of .theie



factors is extremely important in light of Hochsohild's. finding
. _ . .

that "..,not all young' people are liked simply for their youth,
.

.

.

.

but only the young With whom identification can be established:"

L1973: 103)

Of course, other forms of social interaction areIikely to

occur when the elderly are with "their own," other elderly

individuals, Age can be the basis 'organizing ,life in a

formal manner; and in fact; there are numerous organizations such

as the American Association of.Retired Persona, the Gerontologi
.

cal Society of America, and the National..Council on the Aging,
.

which are concerned principally with aging. issues. Such organi-
.

zatiOns sponsor publications which formulate the ideology of the

elderly._- their complaints,, aspirations, and:. prCblete: _ Such

publications frequently contain information'o enable the readers

to becoie aware of who their friends and enekies are, stories'

which ,document the successes of "plucky oldsters," and tales of

the atrocities committed against them.' As expected, these publi-'

cations do contain some diversity 'of opinion and numerous adlier,

tisements for needed services and equipment;

Some, may organize their personal/professional life °around

the issue of-agingto such an extent that theybecome the, "pro.7.

fessional 'representatives"' of the' aged and, thus, begin a. new:
.

career, l'hey are'thus removed' from the sphere 'of the stigmatized

as their failings become theIr strengths and, they cease
4

fully representative of the elderly. F, ScottA4axweIl;:wfio was

quoted above, is a.caie in point,' 'These "professional represen7
14

tatives" are the speakers.and writers'who view their own age as

5



something worth attention..

We should also note that the aging 'stigma has an effect on

"the wise," these 'who work with or around the aged and these who

are .related to theM: via: social structure. Most significantly,
.

the aging stigma may spread totheae people,, and they will become

the recipients of what Goffman calls a "Courtesy stigma." This.

is illustrated -6-y a recent Aktidle in The Chronic-al of Ilightr

Education in which the author, encouraged the readers to make use

of the calendar section of the pilblidatien,when selecting profes-

sional meetings to attend,, She warned, however "Eliminate to-

pies that-are dOnerS, such as' aging: these are bound to be.

depressing MeOtihOt.°4Brams0,1983:6) -Thus;, not only is aging a

depressing. thing to be endured, but ft is also a de-preps:Sing

subject matter for intellectual discussion'and sboUld be avoided.

The field of. gerontology is also stigmatized:

.Another consideration regarding social atigAils of all ports

is the moral career of the individuals involved:. An important

aspect of _this" career is the timing. of the stigma Or of 'one's

awareness of .it: Coffman notes' fo-ur ,different socialiiation

pptterns: (1) inborn stigma, for cases in which the individuals
-

learn the standards of normals and of.their own disadvantaged

status at the same.' time; (2)-ceses in which the stigmatized

individuals are protected. b- others through isolation:'(3) becom-

11-147 stigmatised- later. and (4) those Cases in which

individuals are first reared in an alien community ancl:then- must

learn another way Of. life.'

It 1S:the.third pattern,, becolitingstigmatized 'later in life

which obvimis14.appl:ies to the case of aging, this pattern



there is generally, Ilot:a,radical reorganization of the paSt ft:it

the eiders have 'learned about both the normal and the stfonatized

long before becoming socially deficient. However; as with other

stigmas which occur later.in life; the individuals may .have a

special problem in re-identifying themselves and a special like=

lihood of disapproval of selL , As the elderly learn, initially

whei thlrare categorized with;, they may feel ambivalent for the
.

,

othe ej May have other attributes that are difficult to associate

with.

These aspects of the aging stigma punctuate the conversation

of "Daity a woman who underwent a facelift in order to preserve

some of her youthful appearance 8he is a woman of.apprOximately

50 years old,, divorced, and a;mother. When she was asked how she

felt about getting older;' het response was.bieat:.

-"Terrified; PettinVold is a very strange:experiente.
What is so upsetting Is when the_past starts_to become_ more
interesting than the_futurei andi you don't know. quite how
to, act. _anymore; __You, say -- should inow.behaVe like:_a
little old lady. HOw do little old_ladiesiactuailyibehave?
'If .l start to lookat a man the way I used to look at them,
sort of'faintly flirtatiousi: because I'm indredibry_roman-
tic, do LI make A 'total ass of .myself? Is =that :really 2a
little_ old lady standing behind_that.=-La'don'tqiiite
kno4_ heiV to behave anymor4.4(WGHB Educational oundation;
1983)

Due
_

to .the:AMOiValen0e Attached 0:3- -stigmas; :indiyiduals

10 tbrough'An,affiliatiOn cycle.;" Thus; elderly

may vaacillat-ein their identification and participa=

tiOn At times, however, objective. turning

frequently

,individuals

poin:s are used as a medbanism for Understanding one's current

ataius, Social gerontologists have discovered numerOus turning.

points for'the passage into old egs:- the empty nest, menopadde,
1



death of a Spouse,. retirement; hospitalization; disability, or a

specific birthday (often 70)i These eV/ents frequently induce

individuals' to think about themselves, so rt thinfts4 out andx , .
.

arrive,at new understandingo"of what is important in. life.

Like other, stigmatized individual:Si the elderly frequently.

stratify their own on the basis pfzthe visiblility and obtrusive-

nesa of. the stigma or other/factors associated with it. The

indiViddala both Affiltite and separate with .theO own. The
_ .

"poor dear hiearachy" which liodhschild observed, at Merrill Court
v_

is a good example/of this type of stratification. Additionally,

from my own observations.af.a:middle class senior center,' I

noticed that the participants' in the center's activities never

referted to themselves as old Or elderly;. however, they would use

the termtoCategorize, others with whom they would not be con-

fused. e:g.; an "old Chinaman" in a Chinese travelogue.

Furthermore; stigmatized :individuals are ,warned against

trying to pass -completely and against totally accepting the

negative attitudes of others; Thus; while someone likellaliy may

get a facelift, there .are even limits to which people should go

to keep a youthful apPearance. Regarding. the acceptance of
4

negative attitudes, it is not.uncommon to come across these quips

or bumper' stickers which reject the'higative image of growing
---1

old: "I'm not getting older; I'm getting better"1..or "VM not a

dirty old man. I'm a sexy senior citizen." Saying0 such as
go,

these indicate that aging is a situation. which' can be taken in.

strtle.

The compounding element 'here ls-that while-Many chronologi-

cally older'individUala do retain the negative image of old age;



.

they also redefine,the meaning of .old age. RebeatCh by Fontana

and Hochschild suggest that the chronologically eild do not view,

old age as a. status to be contrasted with youth or middle age.

Rather; according to Fontana; "TO, be Old.,.Meana-to.te conscious

of one's ailments; to pity onetielfi to become patiolve, to give 413

on fife: ( #997; 175) selected responses from hi6 subjects sup-

port and illustrate these ideas:

"I think the only thing that makes you feel old is when you're

left alone," This respondent also noted that she felt old when

she broke her hip; however, she was able to dismias the feelings

then, . She could not dismiss the feelings when bet husband
'to

died.(88)

-- Another Subject identified some old people at 0 senior center

as the ones who "...are not active'at all. Some of them just

give up on life."(88)

-- And another subject could identify times during'which she felt

old: "There were times when I stopped and thpught...gee...you 're

teal/ getting old, It was at those times when I didn't have an

'interest, I was bored,"(90)

sinalatlYi Hochschild noted that.the widows that she studied,

people whom:she considered to be old,: did not consider themselves

to be old,(1973: 5) To the widows; to be oId'was to be "put on a

shelf;" "to hawyourfeet up;" i.e.; to be alone and inactive.

Additicpally,..,Hochschild noted thatthe Merrill Court repidents

would not live according to age-norms when interacting, 'among

themselve.J. They acted freely and spontaneCuSly dancing or

simply acting silly r-- in the age segregated dospony. AmongH



their own they were not influenced.by the aging stigma.(1973; 72)

This paper proposes that viewing aging in contemporary Amer-

ican society as a form ,of social. stigma assists in understanding

some perplexing empirical findings. Furthermare; by examining'

the aging stigma it becomes apparent that the meaning of old 'age

is situationally apecific; . This creates the -possibility that

aging is'not universally stigmatized; Further work. mugtbe done

to delineate the specific circumstance's in which aging iikstigma-.

tized arid the underlying causes of stigmatization.

a
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